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ABSTRACT: 

It has been seen that Merger and Acquisition act as a mode to facilitate growth for the 

companies and start-ups. It is a combative and aggressive approach wherein customers play a 

significant strategic role in this plan of action. M&A is a known concept which is prevalent for 

decades providing market coverage and implementing growth of industries. The present 

research paper aims at analyzing the role of customers in M&A and how customers work as a 

strategy tool for the companies. It studies the co-relation of the position of customers and M&A 

growth in the industry.  

 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION: 

CUSTOMERS: AN ESSENTIAL FEATURE 

Different investigations present some various outcomes, the basic element is the reference to 

clients or markets; pieces of the pie, geological markets or reinforcing of positions all 

accentuate clients. A presumption is by all accounts that clients are controllable and perhaps 

transferable among organizations and items, where control at its base implies that clients will 

keep on purchasing as already. Clients may respond to the M&A declaration in the event that 

it includes organizations the clients would prefer not to have associations with, or dependent 

on the way that clients see the M&A as fierce, for example. Client activities, and M&A parties 

re-examining their underlying goals, influence incorporation methodologies. The 

acknowledgment of reconciliation is thus affected by clients' protection from purchase as per 

M&A gatherings' goals and my clients effectively protesting combination.  

 

It implies that the M&A parties comprise providers to the different gatherings depicted: clients. 

Those clients may have customer relationships with either or both the M&A parties before the 

M&A, or perhaps prospects that the M&A parties want to fuse as clients following the M&A. 

The proposition targets business-to-business settings meaning that both the M&A parties and 

their clients are organizations. From the M&A parties' perspective, clients likely could be 

treated as totals. From the client-side, the client demonstrations and response as individual 
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organizations, implying that there might be an inconsistency between M&A gatherings and 

clients in regards to total level.  

 

By adopting the system strategy on M&As and clients, connections are emphasized. Client 

connections are comprehended as continuous, frequently long-term cooperation among 

purchasers and merchants, wherein scenes of trades happen. Agreements or different 

understandings may well comprise the reason for such connections, the social measurement in 

itself doesn't establish a client relationship as this is based onan person's collaboration as 

opposed to on organizations, and as this may break up or last past the business relationship. A 

business relationship is rather based on business trades and conceivable adjustment between 

organizations. A client relationship is broken down if the client no longer buys from the 

provider. An irregularity in purchasing might be transient, so changes in and disintegrations of 

client connections could be found in the wording of suppliers being welcomed or uncovered 

by the client.  

TRANSLATION OF THE GENUINE SITUATION: MERGER AND ACQUISITIONS  

It is a repetitive method to depict disparities among expectations and results in mergers and 

acquisitions. Media and examination results1 (e.g., Hunt 1990; Schmidt and Fowler 1990; 

Weston and Weaver 2001) report on high M&A disappointment rates. These outcomes are 

uncertain in finding a typical pace of disappointment.2 Yet, the message is clear; numerous 

M&As come up short. A combination is regularly alluded to as a reason for M&A 

disappointments bringing about workers nervousness, the executives turnover, and social 

conflicts. In the dance saw puzzle of M&As, a few pieces anyway appear to be missing. The 

trouble of holding clients following an M&A was recognized early (Rydén 1971), yet has since 

been given constrained consideration in M&A writing. Models are the NetSys' securing of 

Verimation, BT Industries' obtaining of Raymond, and Basware's procurement of Momentum 

Doc. This mirror that M&A intentions and results, yet in addition intended and acknowledged 

coordination, would not be concordant. During the extent of an M&A, introductory thought 

processes might be re-examined, where clients could impact such corrections.3 This 

demonstrates two things; 

                                                           
1 (e.g., Gimbe 1995; Benson2004) 
2 Haspeslagh and Jemison 1987; Kohers and Kohers 2001 
3 (Haspeslagh and Jemison 1987; Hunt 1990; Beusch2007) 
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(i) during the extent of an M&A, M&A gatherings may change their intentions, which 

prompts activities not predictable when the M&A was declared, and 

(ii) clients may influence such changes and eventually M&A result, making it 

imperative to comprehend clients related to M&As.  

One of the instances of procurement is that of "Google and Android". In the time of 2005 

google had obtained Android for an inexact measure of $50 million. By then, the android 

organization was not referred to and perceived as it was a start-up. Be that as it may, this 

obtaining made it achievable for google to contend in the market which was claimed by 

Microsoft (Windows Phone's and Apple telephones). The measurements give that by May 2018 

it was an effective procurement with approx. of 54.5 google android gadget clients.  

Another securing is of Pfizer and Warner-Lambert which occurred in the year 2000 Pfizer had 

gained Warner-Lambert for $90 billion and the two organizations were in the pharmaceutical 

medication industry. It is known as one of the most unfriendly acquisitions ever, because of 

the way that Warner-Lambert was initially going to be procured by American Home Products, 

a purchaser merchandise organization. American Home Products left the arrangement, bringing 

about enormous separation charges, and Pfizer dove in.  

Pfizer had their eye on Warner-Lambert due to an exceptionally requested cholesterol drug 

Lipitor. "Pfizer had business rights to Lipitor, yet Pfizer was parting benefits on it with Warner-

Lambert, and in 1999, Warner-Lambert sued Pfizer to end their authorizing settlement." The 

procurement made the second biggest medication organization, took three months, and Pfizer 

got control of Lipitor's benefits, which added up to over $13 billion.  

One of the mergers that occurred in 1998, is the "Exxon and Mobile Merger “At the time, the 

organizations were the first and second-biggest U.S. oil makers. The arrangement shut at an 

astounding $80 billion and since the arrangement was made; financial specialists have 

quadrupled their cash and offers have gone up 293 percent with profits reinvested.  

Another model is Vodafone and Mannesmann Merger happened in 2000 and was worth $180 

billion. This is the biggest mergers and acquisitions exchange ever. Vodafone, a versatile 

administrator situated in the United Kingdom, obtained Mannesmann, a German-possessed 

modern aggregate organization. This arrangement made Vodafone the biggest portable 

administrator and planned to make way for future telecom bargains.  
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Unexpectedly enough, despite the fact that it is the biggest merger ever, it was not effective. 

America Online and Time Warner-American Online referred to by the vast majority as AOL, 

gained Time Warner for $164 billion every 2000. During the hour of the securing, the most 

widely recognized approach to get to the web was through their landline telephone 

administration gave by AOL. Because of the adjustment in the manner, Americans got to the 

web and different organization social issues, the arrangement just kept going nine years and 

Time Warner turned into a free organization in 2009.  

There have been various other level mergers too like Disney and 21st-century fox and Facebook 

and Instagram in the time of 2012. 

 

CHAPTER 2 

CONTROL OVER CUSTOMERS: 

Clients without a doubt have a basic influence on the achievement of an organization. With the 

basics that build the everyday truth of numerous organizations in a business-to-business 

advertising setting, singular clients may speak to a considerable part of by and large deals and 

the life span of connections is accentuated Relationships have been given expanded 

consideration in exploration and as per a writing search in EBSCO have, articles alluding to 

connections, relations or faithfulness have multiplied somewhere in the range of 1993 and 2003 

as the level of articles managing client issues.4 In an M&A setting, the life span of client 

connections would possibly be motivation to blend or gain, and piece of the pie counts 

performed to valuate a M&A possibly become important if clients keep on purchasing from 

the organization. Homburg and Bucerius (2005) found that the market-side of the consolidated 

organizations highly affected post-M&A monetary execution than cost decreases, implying 

that adjustments in incomes more widely sway money related execution than do cost changes, 

and Mazur (2001) recommends that while the prime center after an M&A is set on cost 

cooperative energies, the genuine worth lies in making client esteem.5  

                                                           
4 Webster and Wind 1972; Axelsson 1996 
5 This is built on an updated word count, comprising publications from 1990 to March 

2007. The word count is produced using Business Source Premier and takes articles referring tocustomer related 

words in titles or abstracts into account. The articles chosen are results of 

a literature review on mergers and acquistions (articles referring to “merger”, “acquisition” 

or “takeover” in title or as keyword). 
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CLIENTS AND M&AS IN WRITING: 

With a substantial exploration centre around either the M&A parties or the acquirer, the little 

examination takes the viewpoint of gatherings not having a place with the M&A associations 

into account. Besides, just in a couple of cases (e.g., Choi and Zéghal 1999) are M&A 

consequences for different organizations contemplated, and interdependence is just 

infrequently perceived (Pfeffer 1972; Finkelstein 1997). In Choi and Zéghal (1999) the impacts 

examined concern organizations having a place with a similar area as the M&A parties, 

implying that opposition instead of associations with colleagues, including clients, are in focus. 

But, while the principle assortment of exploration doesn't take a client viewpoint, clients could 

be relied upon to be remembered for vital contemplations from the securing gathering's point 

of view. Markets as thought processes verifiably incorporate clients, for instance. Two diverse 

word tallies, one presented in Öberg (2004), the other in Anderson et al. (working paper) 

produce comparative outcomes; of the assessed articles, clients or client-related phrases are 

found in about 40 percent of the articles.  

 

SYSTEM – CUSTOMERS IN M&AS  

Öberg (2004) discovered different client related expressions and tended to the M&A writing 

with a word tally. On the off chance that the word include in Öberg (2004) is readdressed with 

the portrayal of client-related expressions in procedure writing, coming up next is found  

1. Customers as business sectors  

Clients are recognized fundamentally and for the most part as far as business sectors. There are 

nevertheless not many occasions where different expressions are utilized. To represent the 

utilization of business sectors, Chatterjee (1991) depicts divided versus concentrated markets 

as indicators of execution, Reuer, Shenkar and Ragozzino (2004), Tschoegl (2002), and Meyer 

and Estrin (2001) allude to business sectors in internationalization, hence joining a 

topographical point of view on business sectors, and Walter and Barney (1990) allude to 

advertise power as a key thought process in M&As. Divided and focused markets portray 

markets where the M&A parties act, and the internationalization M&A writing alludes to 

business sectors where the obtained party acts. In this last mentioned, advertise portrays a 

nearness on a market, which likewise would incorporate clients. The market forces would infer 
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that the M&A parties fortify their position versus clients or opposite contenders and the terms 

divided versus concentrated markets appear to allude to business sectors as trade fields. 

Without putting a lot of accentuation on the expressions, markets demonstrate an aggregated 

treatment of clients, and creators in regards to clients as something "out there" with singular 

clients not being the key concern. The methods of portraying markets further infer that markets 

become open after a M&A, as far as the acquirer reaching an extra trade field or extra clients 

by means of the M&A. Problems identified with controlling or moving client connections are 

almost completely missing, as are conversations on how exercises of customers would 

influence M&As.  

2. Customers, purchasers, customers a mass advertising view on M&As  

The second gathering of articles inside the technical writing is those couple of articles explicitly 

alluding to clients in different manners. Dranove and Shanley allude to how M&As may bring 

down customer exchange and search costs, something that thusly would profit the M&A parties 

regarding improved notoriety and the likelihood to raise costs. Alongside Capron, Dussauge 

and Mitchell (1998) and Anand and Singh (1997) who centre on the redeployment of brands 

and such, Dranove and Shanley (1995) construct a gathering of articles utilizing division, brand 

the board and a generally speaking mass-showcasing like a way to deal with M&As; 

heterogeneity is recognized, and ways for M&A gatherings to contend are by means of brand 

characters, a broadened product reaches and contributions coordinated to different client 

sections. This is also a common view in the majority of the exploration in advertising writing 

on M&As incompletely spoke to by similar creators.  

3. Customers as addressees  

As portrayed over, the M&As give instances of three kinds of customers the M&A thought 

processes address; (I) the acquirer's clients, (ii) the procured party's clients, and (iii) markets or 

positions.  

Acquirer's customers Three of the investigated acquisitions were coordinated towards the 

acquirer's clients; BT's obtaining of Raymond, BT's securing of Cesab and Momentum's 

procurement of Structurit. In these acquisitions, the acquirer saw the capability of either 

offering extra items to its clients, or of meeting them on new geological markets. In 

Momentum's securing of structured this was communicated the accompanying way; They 

needed to grow further and felt that we were intriguing since we had a few land clients. … It 
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was an approach to discover an item for included deals. They realized that we had offered 

Stairway to a few genuine estate companies; "since we have a client base of eighty, we can 

ideally sell to every one of them also." That was their thought.  

 

4. Customers as people and as totals  

While positions and markets maybe most emphatically stress customers as totals; clients as 

business sectors as opposed to as individual organizations, also when alluding to the acquirer's 

or the gained party's clients, individual customer connections are regularly not singled out, 

rather they are alluded to as client bases, and so forth. Two exemptions can be found; in BT's 

acquisitions of Raymond clients' internationalization was exemplified with sure entertainers, 

and in Bas Ware's securing of Momentum Doc, specific client connections of the gained party 

were referenced; Nonetheless, the M&As enveloped all clients; both the acquirer's and the 

obtained party's. In the interface towards clients, their provider was involved in an M&A, 

whether or not the M&A was persuaded by that customer or not. In data to clients, the acquirer 

may endeavor to single out individual clients. BT for example didn't advance its acquisition of 

Raymond or Cesab a lot to those clients that were not expected to straightforwardly profit by 

the M&A. It was considered unnecessary to stress them; verifiably, the M&As as such was not 

expected to be considered appealing for those clients.  

 

INVESTIGATING CLIENTS AND M&AS –  

This implies classifications and patterns were worked from gathered information and 

furthermore that the plan to isolate the obtaining point from incorporation was an after effect 

of the gathered information. Much of the endeavors with this proposition lie in organizing, 

recognizing classes and patterns of, the observational information. In this manner, the 

introduction of categories, where these are worked from experimental perceptions, gathered 

into categories and further depicted as examples, are focal in this theory and the observational 

depictions are arranged around these. The research on M&As in marketing is generally 

speaking constrained (Homburg and Bucerius 2005), and however it provides conclusions 

about changes in and of business connections, the majority of the studies on M&As as indicated 

by the system approach (e.g., Anderson, Havila and Salmi 2001) target indicating an 

exploration hole. Besides, none of these investigations expressly centered around clients. This 
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all implied there was no hypothesis straightforwardly out there to be tried. The inductive 

methodology means that clients and M&As could be moved toward all the more unreservedly, 

and also allowed for investigating the information all the more completely. In this manner, an 

inductive methodology. 

 

CHAPTER 3 

MERGER AND ACQUISITION CASES: 

BT INDUSTRIES’ ACQUISITION OF RAYMOND 

In 1997, BT Industries acquired Raymond. BT Industries and Raymond were manufacturers of 

warehouse trucks, but with different geographical foci; BT Industries predominately acted on 

the European market, Raymond in the US, meaning that few customers overlapped between 

the companies. Prior to BT Industries’ acquisition, Raymond and BT had co-operated for 

several years; this co-operation was limited and had ceased some years before the 

acquisition.BT Industries aimed at grasping how cross-border M&As would affect ‘local’ 

customers (see Holtström and Öberg 2003), and Verimation was the result of a co-project 

looking at dissolutions in the IT-sector (see.g., Dahlin, Havila and Thilenius 2003; Dahlin 

2007). Momentum Do aim at covering product replacement, as the previously collected data 

only partly illustrated this dimension. Each of the data collections took its starting point in a 

specific M&A or company (Toyota’s acquisition of BT Industries, Nexus as an actor involved 

in IT-related acquisitions, and Basware's acquisition of Momentum Doc). The other five M&As 

came to be selected as the M&A histories of the companies were discussed at early contacts 

with the companies. The choice of cases is thus a combination of specific interests 

(international M&As, IT-companies and product replacement) and a snowball sample since 

additional M&As were researched as consequences of initial contacts. While comprising 

various motives and integrations, none of the cases were chosen as it had a strong customer 

focus. In terms of customer orientation, the cases would be expected to be represented as M&A 

cases, rather than extreme cases. 

TOYOTA’S ACQUISITION OF BT INDUSTRIES 

Toyota Industries was the world’s largest actor on counterbalanced trucks, and BT Industries 

held the number one position for warehouse trucks as Approached Toyota asking Toyota to 

provide BT with BT branded counterbalanced trucks. In exchange, BT would manufacture 
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Toyota branded warehouse truck for Toyota. Toyota Industries sold counterbalanced trucks 

through independent dealers that strongly opposed any delivery of counterbalanced trucks to 

BT Industries. The result of the discussion with Toyota Industries was that BT Industries started 

providing Toyota Industries with warehouse trucks, while BT Industries was not provided with 

counterbalanced trucks from Toyota Industries. In terms of customers, they overlapped 

slightly; the strong positions of BT and Toyota meant that they were often chosen as suppliers, 

even though their products largely attracted different customers and were sold by separate 

suppliers.BT strongly emphasised that the company was owned by Toyota, and customers 

reacted positively to the news, although they did not immediately change their buying patterns. 

It was anticipated that BT would introduce Toyota trucks, but as this did not happen, the 

confusion established during the Cesab acquisition continued. Atlet, Toyota’s dealer on the 

Swedish market, however, reacted instantly. The fierce competition between Atlet and BT 

made Atlet decide to dissolve its relationship with Toyota and instead establish one with 

Caterpillar. With some exceptions, Toyota continuously refused to provide BT Industries with 

counterbalanced trucks even after the acquisition. A strategy of ‘two brands, two channels’ was 

developed, and integration focused on purchasing but was overall quite limited. Toyota 

Industries’ perception of customers being reluctant to change underpinned this strategy. The 

‘two brands, two channels’ strategy meant that Toyota and BT came to compete with each 

other, and although the companies’ products largely targeted different customers, as Toyota’s 

dealers were independent it became difficult to steer them away from placing competing 

offerings at warehouse truck customers. For many customers, the introduction of Toyota trucks 

meant a regained stability following the times of turbulence. However, customers had also 

expected more, and moreover, the ‘two brands, two channels’ strategy caused irritation 

especially among customers that met both the Swedish ‘one channel’ and this two-channel 

strategy when making international deals. The two channels strategy meant that separate deals 

were needed with BT(including Cesab, Raymond, and for Sweden and some other countries, 

Toyota), and Toyota.BT thought the acquisition would lead to cross-supply, that is, that Toyota 

would provide BT with counterbalanced trucks following the acquisition, but Toyota 

continuously refused to do so (but for on certain markets). The integration did not separate 

itself much from the pre-acquisition set-up.  

 

NETSYS’ ACQUISITION OF (AND MERGER WITH)VARIATION 
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Following customer losses, with a degraded product that had lagged in product development, 

and with a company showing losses, Verimation was not considered big enough to remain an 

independent company, and a search for new partners resulted in NetSys’ acquisition of 

Verimation in 1998.NetSys was a general agent for a piece of software for Internet solutions. 

With a CEO with grandiose plans, the company aimed at expanding to become a world-leading 

actor on Internet solutions. No previous relationship was established between NetSys and 

Verimation, and customers did not overlap; neither were the companies’ products directed to 

the same customers nor did they fulfill the same needs. NetSys was interested in Verimation’s 

customer base and international distribution net, and these were the key motives for acquiring 

Variation. 

Initially, customers saw NetSys as a company that would help Memo to develop further; 

NetSys was in a similar business area as was Verimation and after years of disregarded product 

development, NetSys was seen as something of a salvation. Following the acquisition, 

Verimation was merged with NetSys. NetSys also started realising its plan of becoming a 

world-dominating Internet-actor. 

The company decided to replace Memo with its product, and via marketing its product (which 

the company was the only licensee for on the Nordic market) through Verimation’s 

international distribution network, NetSys violated its rights. Furthermore, the company 

directed a summons towards the licenser in order to make the share price of the licenser drop 

to enable a take-over of the licenser. As NetSys lost in court, it also lost the right to sell its 

previous product, and to come to terms with a deficit in the accounts, the maintenance tariff on 

Memo was tripled. The staff of the original Verimation alienated themselves from NetSys, thus 

creating a sub-organization within NetSys. As for the customers, in which the Verimation staff 

found their allies, the staff strongly underlined that they had nothing to do with NetSys’ 

whereabouts. Still, product development, and also the marketing of Memo were disregarded, 

as the focus was on a replacement. The situation was indefensible, and NetSys (including 

previous Verimation)was declared bankrupt. 

Customers did not see any benefit in replacing Memo with NetSys’ product, as these products 

did not fulfill the same needs. As NetSys’ staff visited customers to offer its product, customers 

not only turned the offer down but also required the staff of previous Verimation to ascertain 

that the customers would not be visited by NetSys’ people in the future. Due to customers’ 

reactions towards the replacement, replacement failed and Memo remained on the market. 
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With a lack of product development and new alternatives appearing on the market, many 

customers left Memo during this time. From the introduction on the stock exchange up till and 

including NetSys’ ownership, two-thirds of Verimation’s customers left the company. For 

those that remained, the bankruptcy became a new event which was perceived as turbulent and 

which meant that customers came to question their relationships with Variation. Yet again, 

other customers vouched for continuity of the company. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

In short, customers impact M&As through; 

(i) being a reason to merge or acquire, where the M&A aims at acquirer’s or acquired party’s 

customers, or markets/positions, and where the M&A is a responsive activity to customers’ 

previous activities or is based on expectations on customers, 

(ii) customer reactions or change buying behavior, 

(iii) M&A parties’ pre-integration reconsideration, and 

(iv) post-integration difficulties, whereby customers impact integration realisation through not 

seeing the benefit of the M&A and thereby continue to buy as previously, through objecting to 

integration or through dissolving relationships.  

 

Customers are impacted by M&As through; 

(i) the M&A as a possibility for change, 

(ii) ownership changes, which may lead to changes in competition structures, and 

(iii) forced integration. 

This means that the impact that customers have on M&As are both results of their actions, and 

also of the expectations that the M&A parties have on customers. 

Important findings from this thesis concern adjustment of initial M&A intentions, how 

integration may be resisted so as not to challenge ongoing relationships, and how customers 

(often) make it difficult to achieve initial M&A goals and integration as the customers do not 

act in accordance with the integration intentions of the parties involved in the M&A. 
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